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Both the nucleus accumbens (NAc) and basolateral
amygdala (BLA) contribute to learned behavioral
choice. Neurons in both structures that encode re-
ward-predictive cuesmay underlie the decision to re-
spond to such cues, but the neural circuits by which
the BLA influences reward-seeking behavior have
not been established. Here, we test the hypothesis
that the BLA drives NAc neuronal responses to re-
ward-predictive cues. First, using a disconnection
experiment, we show that the BLA and dopamine
projections to the NAc interact to promote the re-
ward-seeking behavioral response. Next, we demon-
strate that BLA neuronal responses to cues precede
those of NAc neurons and that cue-evoked excitation
of NAc neurons depends on BLA input. These results
indicate that BLA input is required for dopamine to
enhance the cue-evoked firing of NAc neurons and
that this enhanced firing promotes reward-seeking
behavior.
INTRODUCTION
The ability to predict oncoming events based on environmental
stimuli and to adjust behavior accordingly is a critical function
of the central nervous system. Understanding the processes
that link a conditioned stimulus (CS) to amotor response is there-
fore a fundamental question in neurobiology. The amygdala is
a primary site of CS encoding (Everitt et al., 2003; LeDoux,
2003). For example, following aversive Pavlovian conditioning
with an auditory CS, information from the thalamus is processed
in the amygdala and elicits innate behavioral responses (e.g.,
freezing) via the central nucleus of the amygdala (LeDoux,
2003). The amygdala is also essential for conditioned appetitive
stimuli to evoke goal-directed behavior (Everitt et al., 2003), but
neither the amygdala neuronal firing properties nor the neural cir-
cuits underlying this process have been fully elucidated.
The circuits that generate goal-directed behavior in response
to conditioned reward-predictive cues involve a neural connec-648 Neuron 59, 648–661, August 28, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc.tion between the lateral/basolateral amygdala (BLA) and the nu-
cleus accumbens (NAc) (Di Ciano and Everitt, 2004; Johnson
et al., 1994; McDonald, 1991; Setlow et al., 2002; Wright et al.,
1996). Indeed, the NAc, which is commonly viewed as a lim-
bic-motor interface (Mogenson et al., 1980), is ideally situated
to translate reward-predictive information from the amygdala
into appropriate reward-seeking motor behavior. The NAc re-
ceives a prominent direct excitatory projection from the BLA
(Brog et al., 1993; Christie et al., 1987; O’Donnell and Grace,
1995), and studies in behaving animals have shown that NAc
neurons encode both the value of reward-predictive cues (Crom-
well and Schultz, 2003; Hassani et al., 2001; Hollerman et al.,
1998) and the action leading to the reward (Nicola, 2007; Nicola
et al., 2004b; Taha et al., 2007). Thus, the NAc, and possibly the
BLA projection to the NAc, may act to select actions that opti-
mize reward-seeking in response to sensory cues (Nicola,
2007; Yun et al., 2004a). Dopamine projections from the ventral
tegmental area (VTA) may also play a role in this circuit: dopa-
mine is released in the NAc in response to conditioned incentive
cues (Day et al., 2007; Roitman et al., 2004), and VTA inactivation
disrupts both cue-evoked firing and the behavioral response to
the cue (Yun et al., 2004b).
Dopamine alone is insufficient to induce firing in NAc neurons
and instead modulates neuronal excitability (Floresco, 2007;
Nicola, 2007; Nicola et al., 2000). An intriguing possibility is
therefore that dopamine facilitates excitatory cue-evoked BLA
inputs to NAc neurons that in turn promote the behavioral re-
sponse to the cues. Consistent with this hypothesis, many BLA
neurons are excited by reward-predictive cues (Paton et al.,
2006; Schoenbaum et al., 1998; Sugase-Miyamoto and Rich-
mond, 2005). Here, we test the hypotheses that BLA neurons en-
code the value of a reward-predictive cue in a discriminative
stimulus (DS) task that requires dopamine release in the NAc
and that NAc neuronal responses to such cues depend on a pro-
jection from the BLA. In addition, we show that the reward-seek-
ing response to incentive cues results from the integration of
information from dopaminergic and BLA inputs to the NAc.
RESULTS
All rats in this study were trained on the DS task (Figure 1A). Two
auditory cues, the discriminative stimulus (DS) and the
Neuron
BLA Neurons Drive NAc Cue-Evoked Excitationsnonrewarded stimulus (NS), were randomly presented on aver-
age every 30 s. Each DS was presented for up to 10 s; if the an-
imal pressed a lever during DS presentation, the DS was turned
off, and a liquid sucrose reward was delivered in a nearby recep-
tacle. Each NSwas presented for 10 s; responding during the NS
or in the absence of cues was never rewarded and had no pro-
grammed consequence.
BLA-NAc Disconnection Reduces Behavioral
Performance in the DS Task
We first investigated whether concomitant BLA input and dopa-
mine receptor activation in the NAc promotes incentive cue re-
sponding. Bilateral inactivation of the BLA reduces responding
Figure 1. The BLA, and Its Relationship with Dopamine Transmis-
sion in the NAc, Is Required for the DS Task
(A) Temporal organization of the DS task. Two cue tones (up to 10 s for the DS;
10 s for the NS) were randomly presented on a variable-interval schedule with
an average interval of 30 s. A lever press was required during DS presentation
to terminate the DS and cause the delivery of a 10% sucrose reward into an
adjacent receptacle.
(B) Effect of the different injections on the DS and NS response ratios (propor-
tion of DSs or NSs during which the animal pressed the lever).
(C) Effect of injections on behavioral latencies from cue onset to lever press.
BLA uni, BLA bi: unilateral and bilateral injection of B/M in the BLA, respec-
tively. NAc uni, NAc bi: unilateral and bilateral injection of SCH23390 in the
NAc, respectively. Ipsi, Contra: combined unilateral injection of B/M in the
BLA and unilateral injection of SCH23390 in the ipsilateral or contralateral
NAc, respectively.
**p < 0.005, *** p < 0.001 compared to vehicle injection and #p < 0.05 com-
pared to ipsi group. Data and error bars represent mean ± SEM.to DSs (Ishikawa et al., 2008a; Yun and Fields, 2003) as does bi-
lateral injection of dopamine receptor antagonists into the NAc
(Yun et al., 2004a, 2004b). We reasoned that since the BLA to
NAc projection is largely ipsilateral (Brog et al., 1993; Christie
et al., 1987; Johnson et al., 1994), transient unilateral inactivation
of the BLA, coupled with dopamine antagonist injection into the
contralateral NAc, should disconnect the NAc from the BLA, be-
cause after these injections the NAc in neither hemisphere re-
ceives both BLA and dopamine inputs. If the dopamine released
in the NAc facilitates BLA-driven firing that underlies cue re-
sponding, the result of the disconnection should be impaired
performance of the DS task. Seven rats were trained on the DS
task and implanted with microinjection cannulae bilaterally in
both the BLA and NAc core (Figure S1 available online). The
BLA was transiently inactivated with bilateral or unilateral injec-
tions of a cocktail of the GABAA and GABAB agonists baclofen
and muscimol (B/M, 12.5 ng/0.5 ml), and dopamine receptors
were blocked bilaterally or unilaterally in the NAc with the D1 re-
ceptor antagonist SCH23390 (0.5 mg/0.5 ml).
The different injections significantly affected the cue response
ratio [Figure 1B; ANOVA injection3 cue F(6,180) = 6.18, p < 0.001]
but not the response latency [Figure 1C; ANOVA injection 3
cue F(6,161) = 1.03, p = 0.40]. The effects on cue response ratio
were due entirely to differences in DS response ratio, since none
of the injections significantly affected the NS response ratio
(Figure 1B). As previously shown (Yun et al., 2004a, 2004b), bilat-
eral blockade of D1 receptors in theNAc reduced behavioral per-
formance, as did bilateral BLA inactivation (Ishikawa et al.,
2008a; Yun and Fields, 2003). However, neither unilateral injec-
tions of B/M into the BLA (p = 0.29) nor unilateral injection of
the D1 antagonist into the NAc (p = 0.07) significantly reduced
the DS response ratio. These results confirm that both the BLA
and dopamine receptor activation in the NAc are required for
the animal to respond to the DS and that elimination of the
BLA or dopamine receptor function in one hemisphere alone is
insufficient to disrupt DS responding.
In the disconnection study, each structure was injected unilat-
erally either in the same or in different hemispheres. Combined
unilateral injections into the same hemisphere (IPSI injections;
left NAc, left BLA and right NAc, right BLA) reduced DS respond-
ing compared to the vehicle injections, but to a significantly
smaller extent than did bilateral injections in the BLA alone or
the NAc alone. In contrast, the CONTRA injections (left NAc, right
BLA and right NAc, left BLA) reduced the DS response ratio to
the same degree as bilateral injections in the BLA alone or the
NAc alone. Furthermore, the DS response ratio was significantly
more affected by the CONTRA injections than the IPSI injections.
These data demonstrate that an ipsilateral connection between
the BLA and the NAc, requiring dopamine transmission in the
NAc, is necessary for rats to respond to reward-predictive
cues in the DS task.
BLA and NAc Neurons Differentially Encode Stimulus
Incentive Value in the DS Task
The disconnection study clearly establishes that a functional re-
lationship between the BLA and dopamine receptor activation in
theNAc underlies cue responding in theDS task. However, these
results do not establish what kind of information neurons in theseNeuron 59, 648–661, August 28, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 649
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BLA Neurons Drive NAc Cue-Evoked ExcitationsFigure 2. Behavioral Performance during Electrophysiological Recording, and Example of BLA and NAc Neuronal Responses to Cues
(A and B) Response ratio (left) and behavioral latency to respond (right) during BLA (A) and NAc (B) recording sessions. Data and error bars represent mean ±
SEM.
(C and D) Example of neuronal responses to cues (DS, left; NS, right) observed in the BLA (C) and the NAc (D). Rasters and PSTHswith 20ms time bins are aligned
with DS (left) and NS (right) onset and sorted in chronological order from top to bottom.structures carry. We therefore recorded the activity of BLA and
NAc neurons in rats performing the DS task.
We recorded 242 neurons (five rats, 24 sessions) in the BLA
and, in a separate group of rats, 748 neurons (five rats, 63 ses-
sions) in the NAc; these were located almost exclusively in the
core (see Figures S2 and S3 for histological reconstruction of
electrode locations). In both structures, subpopulations of neu-
rons were modulated during each of the task events we mea-
sured (cue onset, operant response, and reward receptacle entry
and exit). Because BLA inactivation disrupts the rats’ ability to re-
spond behaviorally to cues, we focused on cue responses in the
present study. Importantly, the behavioral performance did not
differ in the two groups of rats [Figures 2A and 2B, ANOVA for re-
sponse ratio: structure 3 cue, F(1,170) = 0.58, p = 0.44; ANOVA
for response latency: structure 3 cue F(1,161) = 2.56, p = 0.11]
and thus cannot account for differences we observed in the
activity of BLA and NAc neurons.
In the BLA, neurons were primarily excited by cues (50 excited
and 21 inhibited). Figure 2C shows an example BLA neuron that
was activated by both the DS and the NS. Both cues excited this
neuron with a sharp peak at very short latency, and the magni-
tude of this initial peak was equivalent for both cues. However,
the DS caused a prolonged elevation in firing, lasting several
seconds, whereas the NS-evoked firing rapidly returned to the
precue baseline. These characteristics were common to most
BLA cue-excited neurons: they responded to both DS and NS650 Neuron 59, 648–661, August 28, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc.(Figure 3A), and the distributions of onset latencies were similar
for DS- and NS-evoked excitations (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test,
p > 0.1), withmore than half of the neurons beginning to fire 20ms
or less after cue onset (Figure 3B). During the first 100 ms, the
magnitude of DS and NS excitations was similar [Figures 3G
and 3I; ANOVA event 3 structure F(1,330) = 8.76, p < 0.005], in-
dicating that, in BLA neurons, the incentive value of the cue is not
encoded by the initial peak. Finally, the cue-induced excitations
were sustained only after the DS; NS-evoked excitations rapidly
returned to baseline following the peak (Figures 3C, 3G, and 3J;
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < 0.005). Therefore, the magnitude
of the late response (100–3000ms) was larger for the DS than the
NS [Figure 3J; ANOVA event 3 structure F(1,330) = 0.51, p >
0.52, event F(1,330) = 23.72, p < 0.001]. Because the DS predicts
reward and elicits a behavioral response whereas the NS does
neither, these results indicate that the prolonged firing following
cue presentation in BLA neurons either encodes the incentive
value of the cue or reflects some aspect of neural processing re-
lated to the motor response to the cue. However, the initial re-
sponse to the DS and NS was identical, indicating that the initial
short latency response to the cue in BLA neurons does not en-
code the cue’s incentive value.
In the NAc, we recorded 144 neurons that were excited and 54
that were inhibited by either the DS or the NS. In contrast to BLA
neurons, a majority of NAc cue-excited neurons responded ex-
clusively to the DS (Figure 3D) or only minimally to the NS (e.g.,
Neuron
BLA Neurons Drive NAc Cue-Evoked ExcitationsFigure 2D). However, as in the BLA, most neurons that re-
sponded to the NS tended also to respond to the DS (70% over-
lap). Similar to BLA cue-excited neurons, NAc cue-evoked exci-
tations occurred at the same onset latency for both cues, but had
longer durations for the DS (Figures 3E and 3F; Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test, p < 0.001). In contrast to BLA neurons, however,
the magnitudes of both the early (100–200 ms after cue onset)
and late (200–3000 ms) DS excitations were more than twice
the size of NS excitations (Figures 3H–3J).
Cue-evoked excitations began at significantly longer latencies
in the NAc than in the BLA (median onset latencies were 20 and
60 ms, respectively, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < 0.001; Fig-
ures 3B and 3E). These results are consistent with the hypothesis
that BLA neurons drive NAc neuronal excitations to cues. On its
own, however, this hypothesis cannot explain why the initial NAc
neuronal response differentiates the DS from the NSwhereas the
initial BLA response does not. One possibility is that NAc neu-
rons do not begin to fire after cue onset until after BLA neurons
have begun to discriminate the DS from the NS, which would
suggest that BLA neurons’ encoding of stimulus value contrib-
utes to similar encoding among NAc neurons. To test this
hypothesis, we compared the latency of onset of differential
encoding in the BLA and NAc. For each neuron, we subtracted
the NS-evoked from the DS-evoked firing rate and determined
the latency at which the first significant difference from 0 oc-
curred (see Experimental Procedures). We call this the discrimi-
nation latency, since it equals the time after cue onset at which
DS and NS responses first differ (Figure 4A). About half of all
cue-responsive BLA neurons (26/50) and fewer than one-third
of NAc neurons (42/144) had no discrimination latency because
their firing rates did not discriminate among the cues at any time
between 0 and 3 s after cue onset (Figure 4B). The nondiscrimi-
native neurons tended to be those with shorter-duration re-
sponses (Figure S4), consistent with the idea that differential re-
sponding to the two cues develops after the nondiscriminative
initial response. Among discriminative neurons, the distribution
of discrimination latencies did not significantly differ between
BLA and NAc neurons (Figure 4C; Kolmogorov-Smirnov, p <
0.1). Notably, the fastest 50% of discrimination latencies in the
BLA and NAc were remarkably similar. This observation sug-
gests that, despite the rapid peak in firing that did not discrimi-
nate between the two cues (Figures 3G and 3I), the later differen-
tial firing to the two cues among this population of BLA neurons
could contribute to the differential firing of the majority of cue-re-
sponsive NAc neurons.
We also studied cue-evoked inhibitions in BLA and NAc
neurons (Figure S5). For both structures, DS responses were
stronger than NS responses, and the onset latencies of the DS
response did not differ between BLA and NAc inhibitions. Be-
cause of the similarities in onset latency, these results are most
consistent with the hypothesis that the inhibitions are not due
to projections between the two structures (and instead are due
to inhibition arising from a third nucleus that projects to both).
The BLA Is Necessary for Cue-Induced Responses
in the NAc
The previous results are compatible with the hypothesis that BLA
activity generates DS responses in the NAc, in particular excita-tions, which occurred earlier in the BLA than the NAc. To test this
hypothesis explicitly, we analyzed the effect of BLA inactivation
on DS-evoked firing in the NAc. Rats (n = 8) trained on the DS
task were implanted with recording electrodes in the NAc and bi-
lateral microinjection cannulae in the BLA. A preinjection period,
used to obtain baseline cue-evoked responses of NAc neurons
during the DS task, was then followed by a postinjection period
in which we observed the consequence of either unilateral or bi-
lateral reversible inactivation of the BLA on the same neurons.
The DS response ratio was dramatically reduced by bilateral
inactivation of the BLA, but not by vehicle injection [Figure 5A;
ANOVA interval 3 injection: DS response ratio, F(2,57) = 52.28,
p < 0.001; NS response ratio F(2,54) = 0.71, p = 0.49]. Unilateral
BLA inactivation also reduced theDS response ratio, but to a sig-
nificantly smaller degree than bilateral inactivation (unilateral,
20% reduction; bilateral, 70% reduction). Although the be-
havioral latency to respond to the DS was significantly affected
by the injections [ANOVA interval F(1,54) = 19.75, p < 0.001],
the interaction between interval and injection was not significant
[F(2,57) = 1.33, p = 0.27], indicating that all injections slightly in-
creased the latency (Figure 5B).
As we showed previously (Figures 2 and 3), DS-evoked excita-
tions typically exhibited a sharp peak followed by sustained fir-
ing. Therefore, we analyzed the early (100–200 ms) and late
(200–3000 ms) components of the NAc neuron DS response
separately. Both components were reduced by bilateral BLA in-
activation [Figures 6A and 6B; ANOVA interval 3 injection
F(3,146) = 6.38, p < 0.005 and F(3,146) = 4.97, p < 0.005 respec-
tively], whereas bilateral vehicle injections were without effect
(n = 51, 44, and 55 DS-excited neurons recorded during bilateral
vehicle injections, bilateral BLA inactivation, and unilateral BLA
inactivation, respectively). Critically, ipsilateral but not contralat-
eral BLA inactivations significantly reduced the early and sus-
tained NAc DS-evoked excitations. Because unilateral BLA inac-
tivations had only minimal effects on behavior (Figure 5), yet
reduced DS excitations in the ipsilateral NAc substantially, these
results argue strongly that the DS-evoked excitations are not
a consequence of behavior. Rather, these results indicate that
an ipsilateral projection from the BLA to the NAc drives NAc
cue-evoked excitations and that these excitations are required
for the behavioral response.
To further validate this conclusion, we examined NS-evoked
excitations, which begin with similar latencies and occur mostly
in the same neurons as DS-evoked excitations. Because NS pre-
sentation elicits virtually no behavioral response (Figure 5), a re-
duction in NS firing after bilateral inactivation of the BLA is un-
likely to be an indirect result of the behavioral effects of BLA
inactivation. Consistent with this hypothesis, bilateral BLA
inactivation almost completely abolished NS-evoked excitations
in NAc neurons [Figures 6C and 6D; ANOVA F(1,18) = 4.51, p <
0.05].
We also analyzed the effects of BLA inactivation on DS-
evoked inhibitions in the NAc (Figure S6). Inhibition onsets
occurred at longer latencies than excitations and lasted longer
(Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < 0.05 for both onset and duration),
often persisting during the reward-consumption period (Nicola
et al., 2004c; Roitman et al., 2005; Taha and Fields, 2006; Taha
et al., 2007). DS inhibitions were slightly reduced by vehicleNeuron 59, 648–661, August 28, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 651
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BLA Neurons Drive NAc Cue-Evoked ExcitationsFigure 3. Excitations in BLA and NAc Neurons Encode Cues Differently
(A and D) Venn diagrams representing the proportion of neurons excited by the DS, the NS, or both (overlapping section) in the BLA (A) and NAc (D). Numbers
indicate numbers of neurons.
(B and E) Cumulative percentage of firing onset latencies of DS- and NS-evoked excitations for BLA (B) and NAc neurons (E). Arrows indicate the median onset
latency for the DS.652 Neuron 59, 648–661, August 28, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc.
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BLA Neurons Drive NAc Cue-Evoked ExcitationsFigure 4. Timing of Incentive Value-Encoding in NAc and BLA Neurons
(A) Top row of graphs shows PSTHs of two example neurons in the BLA (left) and two neurons in the NAc (right) that were excited by both the DS and NS. Bottom
graphs represent the PSTHs in the same four neurons generated by subtracting the NS PSTH from the DS PSTH. Neurons discriminating or not discriminating the
cues are shown for each structure. Arrows indicate the firing onset latency (top row of graphs) or discrimination latency (bottom row). The example neurons that
discriminated the cues had discrimination latencies that were near the median for BLA and NAc neurons.
(B) Proportion of BLA and NAc neurons discriminating the cues based on the subtracted PSTH.
(C) Distribution of discrimination latency in BLA and NAc neurons. Arrows indicate the latencies of the BLA (gray) and NAc (black) neurons shown in (A) that dis-
criminate the two cues.injection and almost completely abolished by bilateral inactiva-
tion. In contrast to DS excitations, unilateral BLA inactivation
reduced inhibitory responses of neurons recorded on both the
ipsilateral and contralateral sides of the injection only to the
same extent as bilateral vehicle injections. Therefore, NAc inhib-
itory responses are not strongly dependent on an ipsilateral pro-
jection from the BLA. They may, however, track the behavioral
response, since both behavioral responding and the cue-evoked
inhibitions were concomitantly reduced by bilateral BLA inacti-
vation.
An Ipsilateral Excitatory Projection from the BLA
Drives Incentive Cue-Induced Activation in the NAc
The BLA inactivation results are consistent with the fact that the
direct ipsilateral projection from the BLA to the NAc is glutama-
tergic (Christie et al., 1987; Floresco et al., 2001; O’Donnell and
Grace, 1995). If this projection underlies DS-evoked responses,
then DS-excited (but not necessarily DS-inhibited) neurons in the
NAc should be excited by BLA inputs. To test this, we electrically
stimulated the BLA while recording from NAc neurons. Single
pulses at low frequency and low intensity (see Experimental Pro-
cedures) were given in the left and right BLA of awake animals
after completion of a DS task recording session.
We found that 94/587 (16%) of NAc neurons were excited with
<60 ms onset latency by ipsilateral BLA stimulation and that
41/509 (8%) were excited by contralateral stimulation (Figures
7A and 7B). We categorized (Figure 7C) NAc neurons as ipsilat-(C and F) Cumulative percentage of response durations for DS- and NS-evoked
(G andH) Average PSTHs of the firing rate (expressed as z score) alignedwith DS
137 and NS n = 26), constructed with 100 ms bins. Thick lines represent the m
(I and J) Average responsemagnitude during the early ([I], from 0 to 100ms after c
100 to 3000 ms after cue onset for BLA and from 200 to 3000 ms for NAc) of th
***p < 0.001 for DS compared to NS, and #p < 0.05 for BLA compared to NAc.erally responsive to BLA stimulation (ipsi+), contralaterally re-
sponsive (contra+), or nonresponsive. The proportion of neurons
within the contra+ population that was excited by DS presenta-
tion was similar to the proportion of DS-excited neurons among
stimulation nonresponsive neurons (c2, p = 0.96). In contrast,
within the population of ipsi+ neurons, DS-excited neurons
were overrepresented compared to nonresponsive and contra+
neurons (c2, p < 0.001). DS-inhibited neurons, however, were
distributed similarly over the three populations. Therefore, NAc
DS-excited (but not DS-inhibited) neurons tended to be excited
by ipsilateral BLA stimulation (but not by contralateral stimula-
tion), consistent with the hypothesis that a BLA to NAc excitatory
projection drives NAc DS-evoked excitations.
Onset latencies of both ipsi+ and contra+ responses were bi-
modally distributed (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < 0.01), with
most latencies 4–20ms after the stimulus and a wide distribution
of latencies >20 ms (Figure 7D). A similar bimodal distribution
was observed for ipsilaterally responsive DS-excited neurons
(Figure 7E). Since the monosynaptic projection is thought to re-
sult in responses with latencies of <20 ms (Finch, 1996; Mulder
et al., 1998; O’Donnell and Grace, 1995), it is likely that latencies
in the tail of the distribution are due to a polysynaptic projection.
Thus, these distributions suggest that NAc DS-excited neurons
receive both mono- and polysynaptic excitatory input from the
BLA. DS-excited neurons were overrepresented among NAc
neurons that were excited by ipsilateral BLA stimulation, result-
ing in presumably monosynaptic responses (<20 ms latency)excitations in BLA (C) and NAc neurons (F).
and NS onset for BLA ([G], DS n = 46 andNS n = 35) andNAc neurons ([H], DS n =
ean of the z score, and the lighter colored envelope represents the SEM.
ue onset for BLA and from 100 to 200ms for NAc) and late components ([J], from
e excitation. Data and error bars represent mean ± SEM.
Neuron 59, 648–661, August 28, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 653
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BLA Neurons Drive NAc Cue-Evoked Excitations(Figure S7), supporting the idea that DS-evoked excitations in
NAc neurons could be driven by the monosynaptic BLA to NAc
projection.
DISCUSSION
The amygdala participates in neural circuits underlying behav-
ioral responses to cues predictive of aversive events (LeDoux,
2003; Maren and Quirk, 2004). Amygdala neurons also encode
cues predictive of reward (Belova et al., 2007; Paton et al.,
2006; Schoenbaum et al., 1998; Sugase-Miyamoto and Rich-
mond, 2005; Uwano et al., 1995), but the circuits underlying the
behavioral response to such cues have not been as extensively
studied. The BLA sends glutamatergic efferents to the NAc
(Brog et al., 1993; Christie et al., 1987; Floresco et al., 2001; John-
son et al., 1994; O’Donnell andGrace, 1995), and subpopulations
of NAc neurons encode reward-predictive cues (Ghitza et al.,
2003, 2004; Nicola et al., 2004b; Day et al., 2006; Wan and Peo-
ples, 2006). There is evidence that this encoding, which depends
on dopamine, contributes to reward-seeking behavioral re-
sponses (Yun et al., 2004b). However, the importance of the
BLA to NAc projection for behavioral and NAc neuronal re-
sponses elicited by incentive cues has not yet been investigated.
Our results show that incentive cues promote reward-seeking
behavior through a circuit that requires concomitant BLA input
and dopamine acting at the D1 dopamine receptor in the NAc.
We have demonstrated that neurons in both structures respond
to the same auditory cues but that excitations in the BLA occur
significantly earlier than those in the NAc. Furthermore, we
show that DS-evoked excitations of NAc neurons, which depend
on the VTA (Yun et al., 2004b), are also dependent on the BLA
and that neurons that are excited by cues receive both mono-
and polysynaptic inputs from the BLA. These results demon-
Figure 5. Behavioral Performance during the BLA Microinjection/
NAc Recording Study Is Less Affected by Unilateral than Bilateral
BLA Inactivation
Response ratio (A) and behavioral latency (B) before and after bilateral vehicle
(Veh), unilateral (Uni) or bilateral (Bilat) BLA inactivation. Left graphs show data
for the DS; right graphs show data for the NS. ***p < 0.001 compared to the
preinjection period, and #p < 0.05 compared to the postinjection period of
the vehicle group. Data and error bars represent mean ± SEM.654 Neuron 59, 648–661, August 28, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc.strate that an excitatory BLA projection to the NAc is critical for
incentive cues to evoke excitations in NAc neurons. Moreover,
this projection is required for appropriate behavioral responding
to reward-predictive cues.
We first tested whether an ipsilateral connection between the
BLA and the NAc is required for responding to reward-predictive
cues presented during the DS task. Consistent with our earlier
findings (Ishikawa et al., 2008a; Yun et al., 2004a, 2004b), both
bilateral BLA inactivation with B/M and blockade of dopamine
D1 receptors bilaterally in the NAc substantially reduce behav-
ioral responding to incentive cues. Furthermore, unilateral inac-
tivation of the BLA coupled with contralateral blockade of NAc
D1 receptors resulted in substantial reduction in DS responding,
whereas unilateral injections made ipsilaterally in these struc-
tures were without significant effect. This disconnection experi-
ment strongly implicates an ipsilateral connection between the
BLA and the NAc in cue responding. At the doses used, neither
B/M infused bilaterally in the BLA nor the D1 antagonist infused
into the NAc affects operant responding on a fixed ratio 1 sched-
ule (Ishikawa et al., 2008a; Yun et al., 2004a). Therefore, the re-
duction in DS response ratio in the disconnection experiment
is not due to a general decrease in motivation or a motor impair-
ment but rather to the specific inability of the animal to respond
to incentive cues. These results support the idea that the BLA to
NAc projection contributes to the assessment of the value of in-
centive cues (Cardinal et al., 2002; Everitt et al., 2003).
Our electrophysiological results provide strong support for this
hypothesis. DS-excited subpopulations of neurons were found
in both the NAc and the BLA, and these excitations occurred ear-
lier in BLA neurons than in NAc neurons. Bilateral inactivation of
the BLA reduced cue-evoked firing in NAc neurons, suggesting
that the BLA triggers NAc firing in response to cues. An alterna-
tive possibility is that the cue-evoked firing of NAc neurons de-
pends on behavioral performance, which is profoundly disrupted
by bilateral BLA inactivation (Figures 1 and 5). Two results render
this hypothesis unlikely. First, NAc excitation evoked by the NS,
to which rats do not respond behaviorally, was also reduced
by bilateral BLA inactivation. Second, unilateral inactivation of
the BLA substantially reduced ipsilateral (but not contralateral)
DS-evoked excitations in NAc neurons even though unilateral
injections had only minimal behavioral effects. These results
demonstrate that the ipsilateral BLA is essential for NAc neurons
to respond to the DS during normal behavioral performance.
The results of the BLA stimulation experiment further support
the hypothesis that the BLA projection to the NAc drives the DS-
evoked firing of NAc neurons. NAc neurons were excited by
stimulation of the BLA, with a range of firing onset latencies con-
sistent with both mono- and polysynaptic connections. More-
over, NAc neurons responding to ipsilateral BLA stimulation
were more likely to be excited by the DS than nonresponsive
neurons or neurons found to be responsive only to contralateral
BLA stimulation. We conclude that excitatory projections from
the BLA to the NAc, which likely include the direct, monosynaptic
projection observed by others (Brog et al., 1993; Christie et al.,
1987; Floresco et al., 2001; O’Donnell and Grace, 1995; Yim
and Mogenson, 1986), drive NAc neuronal firing to reward-pre-
dictive cues and that these BLA-dependent NAc responses are
essential for the reward-seeking behavioral response.
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BLA Neurons Drive NAc Cue-Evoked ExcitationsFigure 6. Inactivation of the BLA Reduces DS-
Evoked Excitation of NAc Neurons
(A) Effects of the different injections on DS excitations re-
corded in NAc neurons. Top graphs represent vehicle in-
jection (top left, n = 51) and bilateral BLA inactivation with
B/M (top right, n = 44). Bottom graph represents neurons
recorded contralaterally (bottom left, n = 29) or
ipsilaterally (bottom right, n = 26) to unilateral BLA inacti-
vation. PSTHs of the firing rate (expressed as z score) be-
fore and after injection are alignedwith DS onset and con-
structed with 100ms bins. Thick lines represent the mean
of the z score, and the lighter colored envelope repre-
sents the SEM.
(B) Summary of these effects during the early (100–200
ms after DS onset, left) and late (200–3000 ms after DS
onset, right) component of the excitations. Data and error
bars represent mean ± SEM.
(C and D) Effect of bilateral injections of vehicle (left, n = 9)
or B/M (right, n = 11) on NS excitations. Same conven-
tions as in (A) and (B). Data and error bars represent
mean ± SEM. Thick lines represent the mean of the z
score, and the lighter colored envelope represents the
SEM.
**p < 0.005 compared to the preinjection period.Neuron 59, 648–661, August 28, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 655
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BLA Neurons Drive NAc Cue-Evoked ExcitationsIn BLA neurons, the latency to onset of DS-evoked excitation
was <20 ms, similar to the rapid onset of excitation following au-
ditory cues predicting aversive events (Collins and Pare, 2000;
Goosens et al., 2003; Maren and Quirk, 2004; Repa et al.,
2001). Such short latencies imply that cue information reaches
theBLA throughasmall number of relays fromsensorypathways,
probably involving thalamic and/or cortical inputs to the amyg-
dala (Maren and Quirk, 2004). After conditioning, cues predictive
of aversive events often elicit greater excitations in BLA neurons
than neutral cues (Collins and Pare, 2000; Goosens et al., 2003;
Repa et al., 2001). However, the magnitudes of the differences,
Figure 7. DS-Excited NAc Neurons Are
Overrepresented in the Population of Neu-
rons Excited by Electrical Stimulation of
the BLA
(A and B) Example NAc neurons excited by the DS
and ipsilateral (A) or contralateral (B) stimulation of
the BLA. Bins are 20 and 2 ms for DS and BLA
stimulation PSTHs, respectively.
(C) Proportions of neurons with DS responses (ex-
cited, inhibited, or none) among NAc neurons that
were nonresponsive (left), ipsilaterally responsive
(middle), and contralaterally responsive (right) to
BLA stimulation.
(D) Distribution of onset latencies of NAc neurons
in response to ipsi- or contralateral stimulation of
the BLA.
(E) Same representation as in (D), but limited to
NAc neurons that were excited by both DS presen-
tation and ipsilateral BLA stimulation.
especially at short latencies, are often
small, and large responses to neutral
stimuli tend to persist even across ex-
tended habituation (Collins and Pare,
2000; Goosens et al., 2003; Repa et al.,
2001). These observations suggest that,
at short latency, a sizeable proportion of
BLA neurons signals only that a salient
sensory cue has been detected, without
signaling the cue’s hedonic valence.Con-
sistent with this idea, BLA neurons did not
differentiate between DS and NS in the
first 100 ms after cue onset, in contrast
to the late response that clearly encoded
the value of these cues.
Other studies reported that BLA neu-
rons encode the value of reward-predic-
tive stimuli (Belova et al., 2007; Paton
et al., 2006; Saddoris et al., 2005;
Schoenbaum et al., 1999; Sugase-Miya-
moto and Richmond, 2005). Notably, in
studies where the time course of the
value-encoding responses were system-
atically analyzed, response latencies
were usually 100–400 ms after cue on-
set (Belova et al., 2007; Paton et al.,
2006; Sugase-Miyamoto and Richmond,
2005), consistent with the discrimination latencies we observed
in BLA neurons. However, these studies found only minimal
early, nondiscriminative responses to cues, which may be due
to several factors. The primate amygdala, which may encode
cues differently from rodent amygdala, was recorded in some
studies (Belova et al., 2007; Paton et al., 2006; Sugase-Miya-
moto and Richmond, 2005). Alternatively, the different sensory
modality of the cues used (visual or olfactory rather than the au-
ditory cues used here) or the fact that in prior studies the cue
value was assessed during learning or contingency reversal
could result in differences in the time course of encoding. Finally,656 Neuron 59, 648–661, August 28, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc.
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BLA Neurons Drive NAc Cue-Evoked Excitationsthe structure of the task could also have contributed to this dif-
ference. The long and variable intertrial interval in our task results
in temporally unpredictable stimulus presentation, conditions
under which even neutral auditory stimuli elicit strong excitation
of BLA neurons (Collins and Pare, 2000; Herry et al., 2007).
In contrast with BLA neurons, NAc neurons differentially en-
code the DS and NS throughout the time course of cue-evoked
excitation. An important question is that of which inputs to NAc
neurons determine this differential encoding. Although BLA neu-
rons initially do not fire differentially to the DS and NS, many BLA
neurons begin to discriminate between these cues prior to the
onset of discrimination in most NAc neurons. Therefore, the en-
coding of cue value by BLA neurons could contribute to this en-
coding by NAc neurons. However, other inputs to the NAc likely
also play a role. In particular, the observation that responding to
the DS was reduced by disconnection of the BLA from the NAc,
using a D1 dopamine receptor antagonist injected in the NAc,
strongly suggests that the BLA and dopamine inputs to the
NAc interact to produce reward-seeking behavior.
An intriguing possibility is that more dopamine is released in
the NAc in response to the reward-predictive DS than to the
NS, and this dopamine facilitates excitation from the BLA. In
addition to the disconnection experiment described here, sev-
eral lines of evidence support this hypothesis. First, putative
dopamine neurons in the midbrain are excited at short latency
by reward-predictive cues (Morris et al., 2004; Nakahara et al.,
2004; Schultz, 2007; Schultz et al., 1997) and by other salient
stimuli (Dommett et al., 2005; Horvitz, 2000); in the rat VTA,
the excitation onset latency is 40 ms (Pan et al., 2005). Sec-
ond, these excitations cause the release of dopamine in the
NAc, which is greater for reward-predictive than for neutral
stimuli (Day et al., 2007; Roitman et al., 2004). Third, injection
of dopamine receptor antagonists into the NAc abolishes the
behavioral response (Yun et al., 2004b). Finally, inactivation of
the VTA abolishes cue-evoked excitations in the NAc (Yun
et al., 2004b), which we show here to be dependent on the
BLA as well. This is consistent with the idea that dopamine in-
creases the effect of strong relative to weak excitatory input on
NAc neuronal firing (Floresco, 2007; Hjelmstad, 2004; Nicola
et al., 2004a). Although this evidence is suggestive, further
work is required to establish more precisely how the BLA and
dopamine inputs interact to influence the firing of cue-respon-
sive NAc neurons.
The effects we observed could also be due to an indirect effect
of BLA inactivation on dopamine release in the NAc and not an
interaction between dopamine and BLA inputs. Inactivation of
the BLA with B/M could reduce dopamine release in the NAc
by two mechanisms. First, activation of BLA neurons can excite
dopamine release in the NAc, an effect that is independent of
VTA dopamine neuron firing and is therefore likely due to direct
projections to dopamine terminals in the NAc (Floresco et al.,
1998; Howland et al., 2002). However, we find that DS-excited
neurons in the NAc are also excited by BLA stimulation very re-
liably and at short latency, an effect that cannot be due to dopa-
mine released in the NAc by stimulation. Indeed, D1 antagonists
do not alter the firing of NAc neurons evoked by low-frequency
BLA stimulation (Floresco et al., 2001), further confirming that ac-
tivation of BLA neurons can excite NAc neurons independently ofdopamine. Dopamine receptor activation may facilitate the BLA-
evoked excitatory responses of NAc neurons, but it is clearly not
an absolute requirement.
A second mechanism by which BLA inactivation could reduce
NAc dopamine release is by diffusion of the B/M to the neighbor-
ing central nucleus of the amygdala (CeN), which contains neu-
rons projecting to the VTA that may excite dopamine release in
the NAc. Arguing against this hypothesis, muscimol doses nearly
ten times greater than those used here diffuse only 1mm from the
injection site (Corcoran et al., 2005; Martin, 1991). Nevertheless,
approach to Pavlovian conditioned stimuli requires both the CeN
(but not the BLA) (Parkinson et al., 2000) and dopamine release in
the NAc core (Di Ciano et al., 2001; Parkinson et al., 2002). Be-
cause Pavlovian approach andDS responding are similar behav-
iors (both involve cue-evoked locomotion towardand responding
on an operandum), it is conceivable that a CeN-VTA-NAc core
circuit is required for DS responding as well. However, a critical
difference is that, in Pavlovian approach behavior, the operan-
dum itself serves as the CS to be approached, whereas in our
task the auditory DS is not itself approached but sets the occa-
sion for approach to the lever. Different circuits may underlie
these similar behaviors; for instance, Pavlovian approach driven
by the CeN does not require an assessment of the reinforcer’s
motivational value (Cardinal et al., 2002; Everitt et al., 2003),
whereas approach elicited by the DS may require such an as-
sessment and may therefore depend on the BLA (Cardinal
et al., 2002; Everitt et al., 2003; Hatfield et al., 1996; Holland
et al., 2001). Consistent with this idea, selective lesions of BLA
cell bodies, using a toxin that spares cells in the CeN, reduces
behavioral responding to a DS (Yun and Fields, 2003), strongly
supporting the idea that the effects of our BLA injections were
independent of the CeN.
In addition to the BLA and dopaminergic projections to the
NAc, the excitatory projection from the prefrontal cortex (PFC)
could also contribute to the NAc neuronal response to incentive
cues. Indeed, many NAc neurons receive convergent input from
PFC and amygdala (Goto and O’Donnell, 2002; O’Donnell and
Grace, 1995), and neurons in the PFC respond to reward-predic-
tive cues (Jodo et al., 2000; Kobayashi et al., 2006; Leon and
Shadlen, 1999; Takenouchi et al., 1999). Furthermore, inactiva-
tion of the PFC reduces both the behavioral DS response ratio
and the cue-evoked excitation of NAc neurons (Ishikawa et al.,
2008b), and PFC neurons that both project to the NAc and re-
ceive BLA inputs are excited by conditioned stimuli (McGinty
and Grace, 2008). This raises the possibility that BLA neurons
project to the NAc polysynaptically via the PFC. In the present
study, NAc excitations resulting fromBLA stimulation usually be-
gan with rapid (<20 ms) onset, consistent with a monosynaptic
projection. However, many neurons were excited with longer la-
tencies, and one possibility is that these excitations were relayed
from the BLA through the PFC to the NAc. Therefore, the existing
evidence is consistent with roles for both monosynaptic and
polysynaptic projections from the BLA to the NAc in driving
NAc cue-evoked excitations; further work should focus on
elucidating their relative contributions.
Dopamine release in the NAc controls the decision to become
engaged in reward-seeking behavior (S.M.N. and H.L.F., unpub-
lished data), a phenomenon that underlies NAc dopamine’sNeuron 59, 648–661, August 28, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 657
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BLA Neurons Drive NAc Cue-Evoked Excitationsability to invigorate behavioral responding in many tasks (Rob-
bins and Everitt, 2007), including cue-responding tasks (Yun
et al., 2004a). Indeed, blockade of dopamine in the NAc disrupts
cue-driven reward seeking only in tasks where animals cannot
predict when cue presentation will occur (Nicola, 2007). How-
ever, dopamine neurons respond rapidly to cues even when their
occurrence is expected and animals are continuously engaged in
the task (Morris et al., 2004; Nakahara et al., 2004; Pan and Hy-
land, 2005; Pan et al., 2005; Schultz, 2007; Schultz et al., 1997).
BLA signals provide an explanation for this apparent discrep-
ancy. Information that an unexpected cue of potential predictive
value has been detected is rapidly processed by BLA neurons. In
the case of reward-predictive cues, this information is integrated
with dopaminergic (and other) inputs to the NAc to produce in-
creased firing of a subpopulation of NAc neurons, which pro-
motes the decision to initiate a reward-seeking behavioral re-
sponse. Until reward is obtained, NAc neurons continue to
encode either the predictive value of the cue or some aspect of
themotor response, or both (Nicola et al., 2004b); our results sug-
gest that the similar sustained encoding in BLA neurons drives
this response in the NAc.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Animals
Four experiments were performed in three separate groups of rats, all trained
on a discriminative stimulus (DS) task. Seven rats were used for the disconnec-
tion study, five rats were used to record BLA neurons, and nine rats were used
to record NAc neurons during the DS task. Of the latter nine, eight were used
for the BLA inactivation/NAc recording study, and five were used for the BLA
stimulation study. After the training concluded, rats were stereotaxically im-
planted with microinjection cannulae in the NAc and the BLA, recording elec-
trode arrays in the BLA, or microinjection cannulae (with attached stimulating
electrodes) in the BLA and electrode arrays in the NAc. The subjects weremale
Long-Evans rats (Harlan Sprague Dawley, Indianapolis, IN) weighing 350 g
on arrival and individually housed on a 12 hr light/dark cycle. Experiments
were conducted during the dark phase. After receipt, rats were allowed at least
1 week of ad libitum food and water, followed by 1 week of restricted food and
water before training. Throughout all experiments, food and water restriction
was adjusted daily at the end of experimental manipulations to maintain the
rats at 90% of their initial body weight. Animal handling and experiments
conformed to National Institutes of Health and Ernest Gallo Clinic and
Research Center animal care and use policies.
DS Task
The disconnection study was conducted in standard operant chambers
(23.5 3 30.5 cm), and the electrophysiological experiments were conducted
in larger cages (40.63 40.6 cm). All cages contained two retractable levers lo-
cated on one wall of the chamber (one on each side of a reward receptacle),
two house lights, a white noise speaker, and a tone speaker (Med Associates,
St. Albans, VT). Liquid sucrose reward was delivered into a well in the reward
receptacle by a syringe pump. TheDS task structurewas based on that used in
our previous experiments (Nicola et al., 2004b; Yun et al., 2004a, 2004b). Rats
were run daily on the DS task for 1 or 2 hr (for behavioral and electrophysiolog-
ical studies, respectively). Two tones, the DS and the NS, were presented on
a variable-interval schedule with an average interval of 30 s. Pressing one of
the two levers (designated the active lever, randomly chosen across rats) dur-
ing DS presentation resulted in the delivery of 50 ml of 10% sucrose into the re-
ward receptacle and termination of the DS tone. Each DS lasted for up to 10 s,
and eachNS lasted 10 s. Responding during the NS or in the absence of the DS
was never rewarded. The cues were either an intermittent 4 kHz tone (40ms on
and 50 ms off) or a siren tone (ramped from 4 to 8 kHz with a 400 ms period).
Tones were randomly assigned to be the DS or the NS across rats.658 Neuron 59, 648–661, August 28, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc.Surgeries were performed when the rats reached criterion performance of
>90% DS response ratio and <20% NS response ratio (defined as the propor-
tion of all DSs or NSs in the session to which the animal responded).
Surgeries
For the behavioral (disconnection) study, rats were bilaterally implanted with
microinjection guide cannulae (27 gauge, Plastics One, Roanoke, VA, USA)
in the BLA (AP 3.0, ML ±4.8, DV 7.0 mm relative to bregma) and NAc
core (AP +1.5, ML ±2, and DV 6 mm vertically or AP +1.5, ML ±3.5, and
DV 6 mm with a 14 angle from vertical in the coronal plane). For electro-
physiological recordings of BLA neurons, two rats received bilateral BLA
fixed arrays of eight electrodes each (NB Labs, Denison, TX; 50 mm stain-
less-steel wires arranged in two rows of four), and the remaining three rats
received the same type of arrays but attached to two microdrive devices
that allowed the entire array to be lowered by 80 or 160 mm increments.
Target coordinates of the medioposterior electrode of each array were as
follows: AP, 3.2; ML, ±4.9; DV, 8–9 mm relative to bregma. For electrophys-
iological recording of NAc neurons, rats received movable electrode arrays
in the NAc core (medioposterior electrode: AP +1.2, ML ±1.5, and DV 6
to 8.5 mm). For five of these rats, bipolar stimulating electrodes (two 75 mm
tungsten insulated wires separated by 0.4 mm) were glued along guide
cannulae (protruding 1.5 mm below the tip of the cannula) and lowered bilat-
erally in the BLA region (AP 3.0, ML ±4.8, DV 7.0 mm relative to bregma).
The four remaining rats received bilateral cannulae, without stimulating
electrodes, at the same coordinates.
Animals were anesthetized with isoflurane (5%) and placed in a stereotaxic
apparatus. Anesthesia was maintained with isoflurane (0.5%–2.0%) during
surgery. Guide cannulae, electrodes, and microdrives were secured to the
skull with bone screws and dental acrylic, and wire obturators were inserted
into the guide cannulae; the ends of the obturators were flush with the ends
of the guide cannulae. Rats were given at least 7 days of recovery before being
retrained on the DS task and habituated to the handling procedures.
Drugs
To block D1 receptors, we used the selective D1 antagonist SCH23390 (0.5 mg/
side in 0.5 ml saline). To inactivate the BLA, we used a mixed solution of the
GABAA and GABAB agonists baclofen and muscimol (B/M, 12.5 ng of each
drug per side for the behavioral study and 7.5, 12.5, and 25 ng/side for the
electrophysiological study, in 0.5 ml saline).
Microinjections (Behavioral Study)
After retraining, animals received microinjections every other day in random
order. To inject animals, the obturators were removed, and 30 gauge injector
cannulae were inserted into the guides. Injectors extended 1.5 mm below the
tip of the cannula. After a 1 min preinjection period, the entire volume was in-
jected over 2 min. After a 1 min postinjection period, the injectors were gently
removed, the obturators were replaced, the animal was immediately placed
into the behavioral chamber, and the behavioral session began. The following
injections were performed on different days, in random order, in the same an-
imals: unilateral and bilateral injection of SCH23390 in the NAc; unilateral and
bilateral injection of B/M in the BLA; ipsilateral inactivation (unilateral injection
of SCH23390 in the NAc and injection of B/M in the ipsilateral BLA); and con-
tralateral inactivation (unilateral injection of SCH23390 in the NAc and injection
of B/M in the contralateral BLA). Three types of vehicle injections were also
performed: bilaterally in the NAc, bilaterally in the BLA, and contralaterally (uni-
lateral injections in the NAc and the BLA). Because we found no differences
among these vehicle injections [ANOVA event3 injection type, response ratio:
F(3, 48) = 0.112, p = 0.95; latency: F(3, 46) = 0.669, p = 0.57], the data from all
vehicle injections were pooled. With this design, each structure received six
microinjections. There were no effects of injection order [ANOVA injection
order 3 cue: response ratio F(20, 152) = 0.583, p = 0.91; response latency
F(20, 133) = 0.97, p = 0.501].
Electrophysiology
Electrophysiological recordingwas conducted as described previously (Nicola
et al., 2004b). Animals were connected to the recording apparatus, which con-
sisted of a head stage with operational amplifiers, cable, commutator to allow
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BLA Neurons Drive NAc Cue-Evoked Excitationsthe animal free movement within the chamber, and Plexon Inc. (Dallas, TX)
spike-sorting hardware and software.
BLA Recordings
Rats were run for 2 hr daily sessions of the DS task. For rats with fixed arrays,
we insured that each neuron contributed only one time to the analysis by se-
lecting for analysis the session with the maximum number of isolated neurons
for each of the 16 electrodes; all others were discarded for that electrode. For
rats with movable electrodes, the microdrive was lowered by 80 or 160 mm at
the end of each session to get a new set of neurons every day.
NAc Recordings Coupled to BLA Stimulation
After obtaining a 1 hr DS task performance baseline, a stimulation cable
(Plexon Inc., Dallas, TX) connected to a stimulator (A-M Systems, Inc., Carls-
borg,WA) was attached to the rat. The rats were presumably aware that the DS
task ended, because the houselights were off and the door of the recording
cage was open as an additional cue. Single pulses (0.1 ms duration, 0.29 ±
0.01 mA intensity) were applied at 0.5 Hz; trains of pulses lasting 90 s were
given to the right and the left BLA. The stimulation strength was adjusted to
the maximal current (<0.7 mA) that did not produce a field potential in the NAc.
NAc Recordings Coupled with BLA Inactivation
Rats were allowed to perform the DS task every other day. After a preinjection
period of 1 hr during which neuronal signals were recorded as animals per-
formed the task, animals were removed from the recording chamber and in-
jected in the BLA with one of four injection types: bilaterally with vehicle, bilat-
erally with B/M, unilaterally in the left BLA with B/M, or unilaterally in the right
BLA with B/M. After the injection, the animals were immediately reconnected
to the recording apparatus and placed in the chamber for the postinjection
session for 1 hr. These injections were done in batches such that, for each
batch, the four injection types (with the same dose of B/M) were completed
on consecutive recording days. After the recording session on the last day
of each batch, the microdrive carrying the electrode arrays was advanced
80 or 160 mm in order to obtain a new set of neurons for the next batch. In
some cases, few neurons were recorded across electrodes, and the array
was advanced before completion of a batch of injections.
We conducted both unilateral and bilateral inactivation in order to investi-
gate the contribution of their different behavioral effects on NAc neuronal re-
sponses. Although the dose of B/M was the same for all injections within
a batch, we used somewhat different doses for each rat and each batch to op-
timize the contrast in DS response ratio between bilateral and unilateral injec-
tions. We selected from one to three batches per rat for analysis (average 1.6 ±
0.3 batches/rat). The mean dose of B/M was calculated for each injection type
(bilateral, ipsilateral, and contralateral) by first obtaining the dose used for each
neuron that contributed to an injection type, and then averaging these doses.
Mean doses did not differ across injection type for both DS-excited neurons
[F(2, 96) = 1.42, p = 0.25; doses were: bilateral mean = 11.0 ± 0.7, mode =
12.5 ng; ipsilateral 9.7 ± 1.0, mode = 7.5 ng; contralateral 9.8 ± 0.9, mode =
7.5 ng] and DS-inhibited neurons [F(2, 38) = 0.39, p = 0.68; doses were: bilat-
eral mean = 11.5 ± 1.4, mode = 7.5 ng; ipsilateral 10.2 ± 1.4, mode = 7.5 ng;
contralateral 12.3 ± 2.1, mode = 7.5 ng].
Data Analysis of Electrophysiological Recordings
Discrimination of individual units was performed off-line with Offline Sorter
(Plexon, Inc., Dallas, TX) using principal-component analysis. Only units with
well-defined waveforms that were clearly distinct from noise were included
in this study. Theminimumpeak-to-peak spike amplitude was 75 mVwith noise
of 25 mV. Interspike interval distribution, crosscorrelograms, and autocorre-
lograms were used to insure that single units were isolated. Additionally, only
units in which waveform characteristics were constant over the entire record-
ing session were included in this study.
Peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) constructed around cue (DS and NS)
onset, with 20 ms time bins, were used to detect excitations and inhibitions
and the time at which they occurred. The 10 s period before cue onset was
used as a baseline period. For the effect of electrical stimulation of the BLA
on NAc neurons, PSTHs were made with 1 ms time bins, and the baseline pe-
riod consisted of 1 s before the stimulation. Excitation and inhibition onset la-
tencies were defined as the time of the first bin of n consecutive bins that were
above (for excitations) or below (for inhibitions) a threshold defined as: baseline
firing + X 3 SD, where SD is the standard deviation of the baseline firing rate
and X is a constant. The threshold for response offset was computed by usingthe same formula to find the first bins that were below (for excitations) or above
(for inhibitions) the calculated threshold.We used different N and X parameters
for cue-evoked and BLA stimulation-evoked excitations and inhibitions. For
cue responses, excitation parameters were N = 2/X = 6 or N = 3/X = 2 for onset
(i.e., the firing had to exceed the baseline plus six times the SD for two consec-
utive bins, or baseline plus two times the SD for three bins), and N = 6/X = 1 for
offset (i.e., the firing had to be less than the baseline plus the SD for six con-
secutive bins). Inhibition parameters were N = 6/X = 1 or N = 3/X = 2 for onset
and N = 6/X = 1 for offset. For BLA electrical stimulation responses, we used
a smaller bin width (1 ms) to detect early responses as accurately as possible.
As a consequence, we had to use more stringent parameters to compensate
for the noise introduced by this procedure. Parameters were N = 2/X = 7.5 or
N = 3/X = 2.5 for onset and N = 6/X = 2 for offset.
To determine the time at which DS responses were different from NS re-
sponses, we subtracted, for each neuron that was excited by both cues, the
value of each 20 ms bin of the firing rate PSTHs constructed around the NS
from the corresponding bin in the PSTH constructed around the DS. We
then ran the same analysis described above to find the discrimination onset
latency. If no response was found within 3 s after cue onset, the neuron was
considered nondiscriminative.
Average PSTHs across neurons were constructed with 100 ms bins. Prior to
averaging, the firing rate of each neuron during each PSTH bin was trans-
formed to a Z score: (Fi – Fmean)/Fsd, where Fi is the firing rate of the ith bin
of the PSTH, and Fmean and Fsd are, respectively, the mean and the SD of
the firing rate during the 10 s preceding cue onset.
Histology
Animals were deeply anesthetized with pentobarbital and perfused intracardi-
ally with saline and 4% formalin (plus 3% ferrocyanide for rats with electrode
arrays). Brains were removed, sectioned (40 mm), and stained for Nissl sub-
stance in order to locate injection or recording sites (labeled by passing
a DC current through each electrode before perfusion).
Statistical Analysis
Paired t tests or ANOVAs followed by Duncan post hoc tests were used when
appropriate. Distributions were compared with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test,
and proportions were compared with c2 tests. All results were considered
significant at p < 0.05.
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
The Supplemental Data include figures and can be foundwith this article online
at http://www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/59/4/648/DC1/.
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